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Abstract. With the ever-increasing demand to retain the existing customers 
with the service provider and to meet up the competition between various tele-
com operators, it is imperative to identify the number of visible churners in ad-
vance, arbitrarily in telecom networks. In this paper, we consider this issue as a 
social phenomenon introduced to mathematical solution rather than a simple 
mathematical process.  So, we explore the application of graph parameter anal-
ysis to the churner behavior. Initially, we try to analyze the graph parameters on 
a network that is best suited for node level analysis. Machine learning and Sta-
tistical techniques are run on the obtained graph parameters from the graph DB 
to select the most significant parameters towards the churner prediction. The 
proposed novel churn prediction methodology is finally perceived by construct-
ing a linear model with the relevant list of graph parameters that works in a dy-
namic and a scalable environment. We have measured the performance of the 
proposed model on different datasets related to the telecom domain and also 
compared with our earlier successful models. 

Keywords: Call Graph, Churn Prediction, Hadoop Framework, Graph DB, 
Graph Parameters, Dynamic and Scalable environment. 

1 Introduction 

Churn in the telecom industry refers to the movement of customers from one operator 
network to the other. It is an interesting social problem which relates not only to sur-
viving the competition among telecom service providers but also to better understand-
ing of their own customers [1, 2]. It is all the more important as customer churn leads 
to diminished profits for the operator and enhanced business for the telecom opera-
tor’s competitor. Moreover, it is more important for the operator to retain an existing 
customer than to get a new one. With the continuous addition of new operators in the 
market and with the availability of mobile number portability service, churners are 
increasing at a higher rate than before. Churn being a predictive model, there is  
no generalized scalable approach to capture the probable churners effectively in the 
telecom data. 

Several methods and machine learning algorithms have been proposed for predict-
ing churners in different domains [2,3,4]. Existing approach to churn prediction  
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pertains to attribute based analysis which has proven to be relatively time consuming 
because the process has to be rerun every time the dataset is fed or updated. Moreover 
the classification model proposed related to this has been proved to face issues with 
respect to skewness of the churn data [1]. The churn data tends to be imbalanced be-
cause the churners tend to be far less in number in the order of (2% - 5%) compared 
to the non-churners. Due to the existence of the class imbalance problem [5], the high 
accuracy value derived from a model in churn prediction analysis provides no useful 
result in real time. Also it has difficulty in parallelizing certain aspects of the tradi-
tional algorithms, poses difficulty in applying them over large telecom dataset. 
Another interesting aspect is that certain attribute based analysis was found to be spe-
cific to a particular dataset such as data from a developed country where in the same 
model failed miserably for the developing country [7].  

In order to tackle the above core problems, this paper examines the close relation-
ship between the graph parameter analysis and in understanding the churn behavior. 
In this study the telecom data is visualized in the form of graph and several graph 
parameters are inferred from the same. The graph parameters are computed from the 
vertex and edge pairs ((V (G), E (G)), visualized from the telecom dataset stored in a 
scalable graph DB framework. The graph DB falls in the class of NOSQL database 
technologies. The idea of using a NOSQL DB rather than the traditional relational DB 
is that the NOSQL data technologies supports scalable and schema less structure that 
helps in analyzing and storing huge datasets [10].    

The graph parameters considered for node level analysis are as follows: In-Degree, 
Out-Degree, Closeness centrality, Call weight, Proximity prestige, Eccentricity cen-
trality, Clustering coefficient, In Degree and Out degree prestige. In addition to this, 
Game theory approach using Shapley value is calculated to find influential members 
(most important members) in the network. The graph parameters chosen specifically 
indicate the active participation of a customer and thus aid in studying the churn be-
havior over a period of time. The existing call graph implementation for churn analy-
sis related to telecom network behavior study was confined only to the degree module 
and participation coefficient in a network [2, 3]. It is difficult to predict the churners 
accurately using a confined set of parameters chosen arbitrarily. Thus we propose a 
novel idea to analyze graph parameters exhaustively during the training phase of the 
model, which can help in understanding the factors contributing to churn behavior. 

Even though the considered graph parameters hold close relationship to the churn 
behavior analysis, evaluation of all the graph parameters over the huge dataset on a 
dynamic environment tends to be a costly process. Thus we need to run predictive 
machine learning methods like multivariate Discriminant and Regression Analysis 
that can aid in finding out specific graph parameters that contribute significantly to 
the discrimination of churn behavior. The corresponding analysis can help in bringing 
down the list of graph parameters for identifying the visible churners quickly.  

Call Detail Record (CDRs) is generated for every transaction made in the telecom 
domain. With billions of CDR records to be processed, it’s virtually impossible to 
manipulate the data over a single machine. Therefore a map reduce based parallelized 
framework using HADOOP architecture [11] is employed for pre-processing of CDRs 
over a cluster environment. The efficiency of combining the map reduce based 
framework with NOSQL based storage makes this innovative model work in a  
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scalable and a dynamic platform with ease and minimal cost. Eventually, the telecom 
service providers can use the proposed model in identifying churners efficiently on a 
streaming environment and in launching retention campaign based on their priorities. 

1.1 Our Specific Contributions 

• Geo-spatial data processing on a distributed environment: The huge CDR data 
set is pre-processed by splitting them based on specific locations. It is further 
processed by splitting them into periodic chunks for graph parameter analysis  
using Hadoop based Map-Reduce framework. 

• Usage of predictive machine learning models to identify specific graph para-
meters for churn behavior analysis:  We have written the code for predictive 
models such as: Multivariate Discriminant Analysis and Logistic Regression to  
extract specific graph parameters for churn analysis that can aid in reducing the 
computational cost and thus it improve the effectiveness of probable churner  
identification on a distributed environment. 

• Proposal of a final model that can work in a scalable and dynamic environ-
ment for churn prediction: The proposed graph-oriented model which is a  
replacement to the traditional approaches can be easily extended to any other  
domains for probable churner prediction that can work in a scalable and dynamic 
environment.  

2 Related Work 

Prediction of probable churners was analyzed by different levels of various studies 
relevant to the domains such as Telecom service providers, Insurance companies [12], 
Pay - TV service providers [13], banking and other financial service companies [14], 
Internet service providers [15], newspapers and magazines [16]. Existing models for 
churn prediction pertains to supervised and semi supervised methods. Such methods 
have been designed using different data mining techniques [17]. For instance, the 
predictive performance of the Support Vector Machine method is benchmarked to 
Logistic Regression and Random Forest in a newspaper subscription context for con-
structing a churn model [16]. Another study dealt with the prediction model built for a 
European pay-tv company by using Markov chains and a Random Forest model ben-
chmarked to a basic logistic model [13]. The general issue with these approaches is 
that the models don’t scale well in a dynamic environment and they tend to be rela-
tively time consuming. Few studies such as [18] employ more than one method based 
on cluster analysis and classification but they failed to present a standardized model 
for churn prediction that can be applied to a generalized telecom dataset. The other 
issue with respect to the classification models is that they face class imbalance prob-
lem due to skewedness in the telecom data [1]. Churners correspond to a minor class 
and therefore building the classification model would bias the model trained towards 
the majority or the non-churner class [5]. The similarity in these approaches is that the 
model measures the overall prediction accuracy instead of measuring the accuracy of 
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predicting churners separately. The accuracy can be improved by predicting the non-
churners with a high degree of correctness. This is possible because the models 
trained will be good at predicting non-churners because of the relatively huge number 
of non-churner samples.  

The usage of graph-based techniques for data analysis has been employed in social 
network analysis [19], analyzing the network structure in the telecom circle and 
World Wide Web Hyperlink graph analysis [8]. One of the first studies on graph for 
telecommunication was performed on a graph of land line phone calls made on a sin-
gle day data. The generated graph consisted of approximately 53 million nodes and 
170 million edges [20]. The graph inferred that most of nodes being pairs of tele-
phones that called only each other. Most of the existing graph models are based on the 
node distributions [8]. Analysis based on confined set of parameters would lead to 
diminished results. The usage of graph as a means to analyze big data has been a 
successful entity in studying the usage of websites in the internet which employs the 
ingestion of massive data feed from World Wide Web [8]. Interesting analysis such as 
Page Rank for search results has been performed out of the same [9]. The telecom 
data holds close resemblance to the internet feed where in the real time data generated 
trails a power law graph and the size tends to be huge.  

In this paper, we have considered exhaustive list of graph parameters that suits for 
node level churn analysis which includes centrality and prestige measures. Centrality 
is based on the choices or participation made by a user whereas prestige depends on 
the choices that a given user received from others. Churn is a specific business case 
wherein the telecom carrier would like to identify chunks of users who are likely to 
churn. We have analyzed the call graph properties specific to customer churn beha-
vior on a telecom domain. 

Two of the most widely used statistical methods for analyzing categorical outcome 
variables related to consumer behavior analytics are linear discriminant analysis and 
logistic regression [23]. The goal of Logistic Regression is to find the best fitting and 
most parsimonious model to describe the relationship between the outcome or re-
sponse variable and a set of independent variables [23]. Linear discriminant analysis 
can be used to determine which variable discriminates between two or more classes, 
and to derive a classification model for predicting the group membership of new ob-
servations. These methods are more suitable to be employed for graph parameter 
analysis in our approach. Also one of them can be extended to generate a final linear 
model for predicting visible churners. 

3 Graph Parameter Analysis 

The structural properties of call graph are calculated for every node in the network 
which are analyzed over two time frames in the churn window namely: before the 
period of churning and during the period of churning. It is noted that the customer is 
likely to churn out after the second time frame. We try to understand the churn beha-
vior pattern over different phases of the churn window and use the corresponding 
results for further analysis. The graph parameters chosen for the study depicts  
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different aspects of participation by a customer in the given network. The call graph G 
is generated by ingesting the CDRs to create ((V(G), E(G)) pairs, where V(G) 
represents the vertices in the call graph and E(G) represents the edge connecting two 
vertices. The edge weight represents the number of calls made in the CDR. Fig 1 illu-
strates the nodes with specific graph parameter measures. The filled vertex (in red 
color) signifies that the node has high influence in the network which is determined 
by the Shapley value metrics. The graph parameters considered for the node level 
analysis are described here. 

 

Fig. 1. Sample network with vertices with high graph measures are marked 

In-Degree (ID): In-degree measures the number of incoming connections to a given 
user [19]. The incoming connections can represent the incoming calls or SMS       
received. To measure the in-degree of a given user (vi), we count the number of 
unique users who have communicated to a given user in the network. 

Out-Degree (OD): Out-degree measures the number of outgoing connections from a 
given user (vi) [19]. The out-degree signifies the active participation of a customer in 
the network. We find the measure by counting the number of unique users that the 
user vi has communicated to. 

Closeness Centrality (CC): Closeness centrality measures the importance of a user 
in a network based on their location in the call graph [21]. A central user will tend to 
have a high closeness centrality; i.e. if a central user was thought of an information 
spreader, then rumors initiated by him will spread to the whole network quicker [21]. 
Let di,j be the length of the shortest path between vertex vi and other vertices vj . Then 
the average distance between vertex vi and all other vertices vj which is given by: 

                                                                                                      (1) 

 

The closeness centrality is defined as the inverse of li. 

                                                                                                                        (2) 
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Degree Prestige (DP): It is based on the in-degree (ID) and the out-degree (OD) of a 
node in the graph, which takes into account the number of nodes that are adjacent to a 
particular node in the graph [19]. Prominent customers in the network can be found 
using this factor. 

                                                                                                                                     (3) 

 

where fi- is the number of first level neighbors adjacent to node vi. 

Proximity Prestige (PP): Reflects how close all the nodes are present in the graph 
with respect to a given node x in the network [19]. It signifies the ease of reaching a 
specific customer in the network. If ki be the number of nodes in the network who can 
reach member vi then PP is given as 

 

                                                                                                                                   (4)                              

 

Eccentricity Centrality (EC): It states the most central node in the network [21]. 
The node with high EC value is the one that minimizes the maximum distance to any 
other node in the network. It signifies the closeness of the neighbor’s to a given cus-
tomer in the network. 

                                                                                                                                     (5) 

 
Clustering Coefficient (CLC): The clustering coefficient represents the density of 
community accruing from a given node n in the network [19]. When a customer from 
a highly clustered community is likely to churn then there is a possibility that he will 
induce other members in the community to churn as well. It is represented as: 
 
                                     | Actual edges between neighbors’ of n| 

                   CLC   =    -------------------------------------------------                               (6) 

                                     |Possible edges between neighbors’ of n|  

Shapley Value (SV): The Shapley value represents the influential score for a given 
node in the network [22]. Influential nodes are the one who are not only active in 
participation but also holds strong influence among their neighboring nodes. The 
telecom carriers must target the influential churners with their retention scheme first 
to prevent them from becoming an influential churn spreader. It is represented as: 

                                                                                                                                     (7) 

 

where, N(vi ,d) represents nodes with d degree of separation from node vj. 
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There exists several other graph parameters for graph analysis but we have re-
stricted our analysis to specific parameters that is applicable to node level analysis 
which have closed association to the events happening in telecom domain. The algo-
rithmic representation of Shapley value is given in Section 4.3.   

4 System Overview 

The CDR data is visualized as a call graph which consists of vertices and edges based 
on the activities of individual customers in the network. Exhaustive graph parameter 
analysis is inferred from the ingested graph database (InfiniteGraph [25]). The 
visualization and the corresponding analysis are made over a period of time. Specific 
graph parameters are chosen by employing two different multivariate methods that 
contributes more to extract churn behavior. Finally, we arrive at a linear model with 
more specific graph parameters using logistic regression to be employed for probable 
churner prediction on a dynamic environment. The overall system throws light on a 
novel way of churn prediction with ease and minimal cost as illustrated in Fig 2. The 
detailed description of individual components of the system is discussed in the 
following sections. 

 

Fig. 2. Overall System Flow Diagram 

4.1 Data Pre-processing 

In a typical billing system of a mobile operator, for every operation performed by the 
customer varying from Voice, SMS usage to GPRS usage and each individual event is 
recorded and stored as Call Detail Records (CDRs).The dataset initially used for the 
model employs CDRs from leading telecom operators of a developing and a 
developed country respectively. The time span of the churn window is taken for a 
period of 3 months. One of the datasets is initially preprocessed to generate urban and 
rural region datasets to explore deeper analysis of telecom data related to churn 
problem. The CDR data is later processed by splitting them into weekly window 
chunks. We split the dataset to analyze the behavior of a customer over a period of 
time to comprehend the churn behavior. In earlier churn prediction models the 
attributes were aggregated over entire time period [22]. The disadvantages of other 
approaches is that in case of new user who has joined in later part of the month may 
be classified as churner due to his low usage and also it’s difficult to generate a 
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predictable pattern from those data, as differences in usage pattern cannot be derived 
[22]. The dataset generated in the telecom industry tends to be of huge size and hence 
processing those takes a lot of computational time. Thus we employ Hadoop-based 
Map Reduce framework to preprocess the CDR data by converging them to location-
wise details and use them for graph generation and parameter computations.  

4.2 Data Ingestion and Graph Generation 

The graph is generated using a distributed graph database implemented in java. It is 
from a class of NOSQL (or Not Only SQL) data technologies focused on graph data 
structure. Graph data typically consist of objects (nodes) and various relationships 
(edges) that may connect two or more nodes. The graph is generated by ingesting the 
CDRs to create vertex and edge pairs. The edge weight represents the number of calls 
made or SMS sent. The connections among the node are represented using directed 
edges. Location wise call graphs are generated for every split window of data and 
each graph is stored in a graph DB for further graph parameter analysis. The graph 
parameter chosen ranges from simple computations such as degree calculation to 
understand the incoming and outgoing activities from a customer to complex centrali-
ty evaluation to comprehend the closeness or a closed community formation. The 
detailed explanation on the graph parameters are already discussed in Section 3. We 
further discuss the influence exerted by a customer within a network based on the 
game theoretic centrality approach implemented using the Shapley value. 

4.3 Game Theoretic Network Centrality: Using the Shapley Value  

The game theoretic network centrality assists in finding out the importance of each 
node in terms of its utility when combined with the other nodes [22]. In telecom net-
work it wouldn’t suffice to find the importance of a node as a mere standalone entity 
as in other centrality measures. Other works related to the finding of influential nodes 
in the network [7] didn’t address the influence of a node as a combination of several 
nodes in a network. Given a telecom network, the game theoretic network centrality 
indicates the coalition value of every combination of nodes in the network. We have 
introduced Dijkstra’s algorithm to efficiently track the shortest distance between a 
given node and its neighbor’s in calculating Shapley value for each node. 

Program: Computing SV by running a game.  
Input: Graph Network ingested from CDR. 
Output: SVs of all nodes in network 
foreach node v in Network do 
 DistanceVector D = Dijkstra(v,Network); 
 kNeighbours(v) = null; 
 kDegrees(v) = 0; 
 foreach node u <= v in Network do 
  if D(u) <= k then 
   kNeighbours(v).push(u); 
   kDegrees(v)++; 
  end 
end 
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foreach node v in Network do 
 ShapleyValue[v] = 1 
  kDegrees(v)++; 
  foreach node u in kNeighbours(v) do 
   ShapleyValue[v]+= 1 
   kDegrees(u)++; 
  end 
 end 
 return ShapleyValue; 
end 

4.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis 

Linear discriminant analysis is used to determine which attribute discriminates be-
tween two or more naturally occurring groups [23]. The linear step-wise discriminant 
model is used to extract graph parameters that contribute more to the churn behavior. 
A discriminant function that is a linear combination of the components of graph pa-
rameters x can be written as: 

                                                                                                                                 (8) 

where w is the weight vector for different graph parameters and w0 is the threshold 
weight. In our analysis we define two groups namely:  Probable churners and non-
churners. In case of the LDA, a linear discriminant function is of the form 

                                             nn xaxaxaay +++++= ...22110                                            (9) 

with xi being the graph parameter derived from the CDR data set. The parameters ai has 
to be determined in such a way that the discrimination between the groups is at its best.  

4.5 Modified Logistic Regression Model 

The usage of logistic regression model in our study is applicable as a two folds 
process: First, the logistic regression aids in listing out the graph parameters based on 
their significance towards the contribution of churn behavior. Next, we derive a linear 
model using the selected list of graph parameters for the churn analysis. The linear 
model derived using the logistic regression y is usually defined as similar to Eqn. (9).  

The intercept is a constant value of y, when the value of all graph parameters is 
taken to be zero. Each of the regression coefficients describes the size of contribution 
of the graph parameter towards the churn behavior. The logistic regression is a useful 
way of describing the relationship between the extracted graph parameters and for 
predicting the churners. Using the linear model we derive a logistic function which 
takes on values between zero and one [23]: 
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The input is y and the output is ƒ(y). The logistic function is useful because it can take 
a graph parameter input value ranging from negative infinity to positive infinity, whe-
reas the output is confined to values between 0 and 1 which indicates the  probability 
to churn or not . 
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5 Analysis and Results 

5.1 Datasets 

The graph parameters are examined over three different datasets obtained from the 
leading telecom service providers of two different countries. The first dataset corres-
ponds to a rural base whereas the second one corresponds to an urban region of a 
particular country and the third set corresponds to a data from a developed country. 
The idea of using three different datasets helps to make the model more generic and a 
standard one. The dataset spans to a time period of three months record. Hence during 
this period, who ever disconnected from the service is considered as churners. The 
results given in this section are related to third set for example. Since the evaluation 
presented in section 6 not shows much difference on the accuracy of all three models 
generated.  

5.2 Weekly Analysis of Graph Data 

Fig 3 illustrates the windowing frame used to analyze the churn behavior over a pe-
riod of time. The windowing frame currently shows a spread of 6 week splits.  

• First time frame: Time frame before the period of churning.  
• Second time frame: Time frame during the period of churning.  
• Churn Window: The customer is likely to churn out after the second time frame.  
• Churn Slider: The slider moves over the windowing frame over different period 

of time. The size of the churn slider is a period of one week. It captures the varia-
tion in graph parameters. Significant variation in the graph parameters shows the 
presence of churn behavior.  

 

Fig. 3. Analyzing the churn behavior pattern over a period of time using the Windowing frame 

The windowing frame is initially split into 3 weeks. The probable churner exists in 
the first two weeks and churns out in the 3rd week or in churn window. Once the slider 
crosses the first churn window, the three frames present in the windowing frame 
progresses by one frame in the forward direction leaving the first week behind. As the 
slider progresses in the windowing frame, graph parameter variation is captured from 
one time frame to the other and radical changes in graph parameters are marked as 
probable churners in the churn window. 
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5.3 Selection of Best Graph Parameters for Churn Prediction 

The idea of selecting specific graph parameters contributing effectively to the churn 
behavior rather than considering all the parameters can be achieved by running the 
machine learning algorithms such as Logistic regression and Multivariate Discrimi-
nant analysis. These machine learning approaches are used to analyze the graph pa-
rameters over the two time frames to highlight a specific list of graph parameters that 
contribute significantly for discriminating churners from non-churners. The analysis 
results using the logistic regression and multivariate discriminant analysis are de-
scribed here. 

5.3.1   Implementation of Predictive Data Mining Model: Logistic Regression 
Model and Multivariate Discriminant Analysis  

Logistic regression and Multivariate Discriminant analysis are run over the graph 
parameters calculated for the different datasets as a training model. Discriminant 
analysis is used to find out the canonical weighted score for the graph parameters that 
contribute to the churn behavior. Based on the step wise analysis the graph shown in 
Fig 4 shows the significant contribution of few graph parameters for churn behavior. 

 

Fig. 4. Multivariate Discriminant analysis Function for graph parameters 

The Logistic regression model is first run to calculate the Wald statistics measure 
with its significance for the best contributing graph parameters as illustrated in Table 1. 
The Wald statistic for a coefficient is the square of the result of dividing the coefficient 
by its standard error. The logistic regression is later used to derive a linear model for 
predicting churners for a specific threshold level (0.60) as elaborated in Section 6.  

Table 1. Wald Statistics Scores for top four parameters 

Variables Wald Sig 
OD 9.246 0.002 
SV 8.354 0.005 
CC 23.550 0.000 
PP 39.703 0.000 
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Fig 5 illustrates the discrimination of churners and non-churners based on the se-
lective graph parameters derived from the multivariate discriminant and logistic re-
gression models. The variation is studied by analyzing the Out degree, Shapley value, 
closeness centrality and proximity prestige before the period of churning. The discri-
minating functions based on the selected variables clearly segregate the churners and 
non-churners separately. 

 

Fig. 5. Discrimination between the churners and non-churners is clearly visible based on se-
lected graph parameters 

5.4 Statistical Testing: Using T Test 

In addition to Multivariate model, we have used paired t statistics [24] to measure the 
mean differences of graph parameters between two different time windows. The cus-
tomer churns out in the third slot or window are considered as real churners. The vari-
ation in graph parameter is carefully analyzed over the period of time. The mean val-
ue is calculated to give an accumulated score for the graph parameters in terms of 
churners and non-churners separately. The standard deviation finds the variation in 
graph parameter from the mean score. The mean and the standard deviation value for 
the first time frame are compared with the second one for the churners and non-
churners respectively. The gradual reduction in specific graph parameters shows that 
the churners are slowly losing interest in using the corresponding network. This is 
verified with paired t statistics.  

In Table 2, the values given in the bracket denotes that the analysis is carried out 
during the second time frame in the windowing frame. We find that there is a signifi-
cant variation for certain graph parameters as in the case of churners. The variation 
for the non-churners is minimal which proves that the usage by non-churners in the 
network is almost constant. Based on the t statistics we found that the out degree, 
closeness, proximity, eccentricity and shapely value has showed relatively high signi-
ficance for probable churner identification. The drop in out degree of churners clearly 
illustrates their intention and changes in other important parameters depict the value 
of their presence in the network. Losing some of the influential users will create ricke-
ty in the present network.  This result cross verifies the predictive model outputs. 
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Table 2. Mean and Standard deviation scores for churners and non churners 

 CHURNERS NON-CHURNERS 

 MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD. DEV 

ID 0.70000(0.682) 1.10000(0.95) 1.00000(1.00200) 1.60000(1.65500) 

OD 2.26848(1.8571) 3.33069(2.7708) 1.00000(0.99195) 3.00000(2.98535) 

IDP 0.00001(0.00001) 0.00002(0.00001) 0.00002(0.00002) 0.00002(0.00002) 

ODP 0.00004(0.00003) 0.00006(0.00006) 0.00002(0.00002) 0.00005(0.00004) 

CC 0.68345(0.74389) 0.39080(0.37275) 0.87667(0.87579) 0.29137(0.29301) 

PP 0.00006(0.00003) 0.00018(0.00010) 0.00002(0.00002) 0.00011(0.00010) 

EC 0.91679(0.93018) 0.21142(0.19249) 0.96912(0.96784) 0.13192(0.13512) 

CLC 0.00863(.00865) 0.06270(0.06724) 0.00211(0.00222) 0.02654(0.02797) 

SV 0.30590(0.32772) 0.21750(0.22551) 0.45759(0.46464) 0.21243(0.22581) 

6 Evolving a New Methodology for Churn Prediction 

The Venn diagram representation given in the Fig 6 illustrates the effectiveness of 
graph parameters contributing for the churn behavior over a period of time. We found 
that the graph parameters contributing commonly from all the three datasets mention 
in Section 5, based on the analysis inferred from the predictive machine learning 
models and statistical models are: Out Degree, Shapley Value, Proximity Prestige, 
and Closeness Centrality. We propose that when there is significant variation in the 
above parameters as a whole then there is a high probability that the customer will 
churn out. On the other way, the considered parameters will run much faster to gener-
ate model and even it can process the data on a streaming environment. 

 

Fig. 6. Significant graph parameters contribution to churn behavior in various datasets 

The proposed linear model is used for predicting the probable churners in dynamic 
environment. We compare the results of predicted churners with the actual churners in 
the test datasets to find the accuracy of the proposed model. The model was tested for 
three different datasets over a period of three month time scale. The average accuracy 
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for churn prediction using the proposed model was found to be 81.67 % as shown in 
Fig 7. The maximum accuracy reached in our previous model using hybrid learning is 
72.18% for the same dataset used in this study [22]. The improvements in results 
highlight the significance of the proposed graph-based model for the churn prediction 
on mobile telecom networks. Also we have seen the decent improvement in F-
measure value from 0.46 to 0.55. 

 

Fig. 7. Testing the accuracy of the churn prediction model 

7 Conclusion 

The Graph-based analysis for churn prediction is a novel idea proposed for efficient 
churn prediction in the telecom domain. The graph-based visualization aids in better 
understanding of the behavior of the customers. Also the simplicity in graph traversal 
aids in quick manipulation of the graph parameters. The machine learning methods 
and statistical test chosen for analysis have effectively worked out in choosing specif-
ic graph parameters contributing to churn behavior analysis. This approach has helped 
to make the study cost effective with respect to time and computation. The model also 
works on a distributive, parallel and scalable platform. The proposed model has over-
come the class imbalance problem with graph-based solution which is prevalent in the 
other existing models. The new model is tuned to work on a generalized dataset. It is 
framed by collecting the graph parameters over a period of time, analyzing the varia-
tion in the parameters over the time period of churning and finally extracting the 
graph parameters that contribute more to churn behavior. Thus the new model pro-
posed has opened a new way for finding visible churners with ease and cost effective-
ly on a streaming environment. 
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